New attractions will be featured at 1921 ball.

Arrangements for one of the largest balls ever held at the University will be made tonight in the baggage room when the formal of the prom, of the year, is given. As a consequence of the long time and the late hour of the Green—Lawrence dance, the Class of 1921 will give their ball in the gymnasium. At 9:15 the evening, Herter's Orchestra has been secured. A feature of the dance will be the unique decolletage effect of the new dresses, in particular the new tulle dresses.

From the first day of classes, it would seem that the Sapphire Ball will be outstanding, and other events of the day, especially the football game, tend to emphasize this. From the programs, the Sapphire Ball will be attended by the majority of the classes, and several extraordinary features that the committee is planning are expected to catch the interest of all those who are going. In order that all available sources of funds are tapped, the committee have been on the lookout for any new ones that they may find.

There are many contributions to the fund of the Committee on Sapphire, and there is no lack of interest. This is especially true among the fraternity men, and Henry M. Joseph, one of the members, has written to the committee that he will contribute a special effort to the fund raising. These, along with the rest of the contributions will be turned in at the banquet and commencement exercises. These contributions have not yet been reported.

The Central High football team composed of the students of the Class of 1920, will meet the Ithaca College football team composed of the students of the Class of 1921, to-day at 3:15 p.m.

The Ithaca College football team is one of the strongest in the East, and the Central High team is one of the finest in the State. The game will, therefore, be one of the most interesting football games of the season.

In his address to the members of the Central High team, Mr. Frank, the principal of the Central High School, said: "This is the most important football game of the season. The Central High football team has been working hard, and the Ithaca College football team is a very strong one. The Central High football team will, therefore, have to play hard in order to win the game.

Franklin Field.

The New Yorkers have a football team, and the score today will give a good line on the prospects of the "Yankees" for the coming season. The score will be as follows:

Dartmouth 2, New York 1

The game will be played at 2 p.m. and the score will be announced after the game. The score will be followed by the injection and the seating order before the game.

Debating council elects new chairman

At the last meeting of the year, the University Debate Council yesterday selected a new chairman for the 1921-1922 season: Freiman, A. W. '21, as president: President, Harold N. Burt, '20, Wh.; secretary, Earl G. Harrison, '20; treasurer, James Patterson, '20. The Council met in the Blue Room of Houston Hall at 10.30 to 11 and from 1 to 2 Thursday.

For the first time in the history of the Council, a notice of the vote was sent to the members and asso-

ISSUE TENTATIVE PROGRAM FOR COMMENCEMENT EVENTS

In order that members of the Senate may have their array ready for the week of the Commencement Day exercises, a tentative pro-
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WELDING LUNCHEONS.

When last year's Senior Class started the practice of regularly holding luncheons for the freshmen, it is believed that it was realized that a custom was in

The Northwestern University

the course was beginning. The arrangements for the first luncheon of the year were soon followed by the Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors. New classes.

Growing out of the class luncheons are recognized as one of the effective means of welding class spirit into powerful and useful unity.

WEDDING LUNCHEONS. 

The class graduated from this year's commencement service was a great success. The arrangements for the next luncheon are now being made and will be
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EXHIBITION TENNIS MATCHES.

Declination by the Undergraduate Council to set aside Thursday after noon of University Week for exhibit

is being brought to the University are being brought to

in a more effective way than ever before. The result is that the
time and invested charge against such large situations as our own, is now greater than

Revive CAMPUSSINGING.

With the revival of Senior Singing this week at the Senior Pique, it came to

some time this year.

WANTED—A sailor for 60-ft. yawl for coming summer, to cruise on Atlan-
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Make Your Repairman

ask you to ORDER

We Make them TO YOUR MEASURE

We Use Nothing BUT THE BEST

And—

we Make Them TO FIT

Kendig - Whelan - Mason

Merchant Tailoring Only

101 South 12th Street
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SURGEON CROW.—All candid-

ate report today.

Friars Senior Society.—Meeting at 3 p.m., in Houston Hall.

Undergraduate Council.—Meeting at 10:45 a. m., in Franklin Society office.

Football-Managerial candidates re-

port at A. A. office at 2 to-day.

Centa Hispano-Americans.—Meeting

at 6 p.m., in Franklin Hall.

Spring.—Sunday-weekend report

all material issued at 1:30 today.

Fencing—All members of team to

class meeting in fitting room at 5:30 to-

Junior Class.—Executive Committee meeting at 10:45 to-day, in Houston Hall.

Rocky Mountain Club.—Meeting to

not to-morrow, in Room 5, in Houston Hall.

Sophomore Ball Committee.—Meet-

ing at 9 o'clock, in Houston Hall.

Sophomore Vigilance Committee.—Meet-

ing at 2 o'clock, in Houston Hall.

Student News Association.—Committee meeting at 1:30 to-morrow, in Chris-
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8524 Bannor St.

FRESHMAN CREW SHUFFLED.

Hand Workout Given All Eights in Preparations for Henley Regatta

On account of the slow time made by the Freshman crew in Saturday’s race with Princeton, Coach Wright is rearranging the positions in this class in an endeavor to improve its time. Last night Nos. 6 and 8 were shifted, putting Armstrong back to 5 and moving Miller to stroke. Although the workout last evening cannot be taken as a test, as no formal race was held, indications are that the present arrangement will have to gained more speed as a result of the change.

All the crews held regular workouts, but the Freshman crew was the only one which entered the course at an easy pace instead of giving them a sprint. The other ten men after the former two, and have been selected for the course, on the country, and hard practices will be held daily in order to get the crews to shape for the contest. The light-weight eight will be given much coaching this week, and will prepare them for their race with the Navy 18-pound boat.

The class crews are showing improvement, some of them displaying unusually good oarsmanship. The Junior Class crew will be chosen today, and it is probable that the other eights will also be selected at this time. All men who have been out for the class boats are requested to be on hand to-day, to be given their regular

HOLDING CRICKET PRACTICE.

Revival of Sport to Be Introduced by Two Games with Haverford.

Despite many difficulties intensive practice continues for cricket candidates at the Merion Cricket Club. Any one who wishes to learn the game still has an opportunity to make the team. There is abundance of material in the University, and regular practices toward a revival of the sport. So far two games have been scheduled by Manager W. Board, both with Haverford. The first is on May 23 at the Cricket Club, and the second May 30 at the College Field.

In order to get the necessary teamwork and cooperation, men must report at least twice a week for the remainder of the season. The following have signed up so far, and will be expected to participate in the practice: Anderson, Brand, Ferguson, Greenfield, Hinckley, Nelson, Richmond, Stalnaker, Windle, Van Fleet, Vare, Webber, and Whipple. The practice will be held at West Philadelphia Cricket Club, May 23, at the Merion Cricket Club, May 30, at the College Field.

Gazette Praises Alumnus.

 describes banquet given in honor of 
 Sir Henry Thronton, ’94 C.

enabling General Sir Henry Thronton, ’94 C., to deliver his address. It was the first time in the history of the Academy that a banquet was held for a graduate, and it was on account of his work in honor of the United States. The banquet was held in the Academy in the presence of the University of the Academy of Colleges, and was attended by all the students and graduates. A number of the students from the University of Cambridge, with the president, will be present.

SCHOLARSHIP TO BE AWARDED.

Holder Receives Two Months Training at Naval Reserve Camp.

Peary’s Visit is to be the recipient of a scholarship from the Naval Reserve Camp at Keppel Island. All things pertaining to navigation will be taught at the island. He will be among the first to receive a scholarship, and will be interested in this opportunity.

The scholarship will run from July 1 to September 1.

The of the University of the Harvard will be given by the President on behalf of the Globe Line, and all those who apply will be awarded to do so at the President’s office immediately. It is understood that all applications shall be considered.

Executive, Trustees, and Administrator Iberion Pressed to Meet to Consider

Member of Federal Reserve System.

E. B. Morris, President.
RED AND BLUE OUT HEY-DAY.

New Board Works on Final Issue.

Hey-day will be the final day of publication for the Red and Blue. The cover design is by R. E. Warren. This number contains photographs of the Relay Carnival. There will also be several short stories in this issue.


RECORD GOES TO PRINTER.

Further Subscriptions to Publication May Be Made.

Containing over 340 pages of editorial matter and cuts, the Class Record is now in the hands of the printers. The proofs of the color plates, returned last week, have proven successful, especially one full-page plate depicting a large fraternity lodge room, sketched by W. H. Livingston, '19 Arch. As yet very few requests for additional records have been received. All men who have not yet subscribed, but who desire a copy of the Record are asked to leave their names at the reception desk or the basement of Logs Hall. If sufficient subscriptions are received, additional Records may be ordered from the publishers.

SWIMMERS COMPETE TO-NIGHT.

Sports Will Race for First Award of Colburn Memorial Trophy.

This evening at 6 o'clock, the Wright Hall, the race for the Colburn Memorial Trophy will be held. It has been decided to open competition for the award to be given swimmers only. This sports has been given as a memorial to the late Herbert F. Colburn, '18 W., captain of the 1918 water polo team. The former captain was killed last November in an airplane accident at a flying field in Texas. The above event has been arranged by Walter Fairley, present captain of the water polo team, and plans have been made to make this an annual event.

Tristen Club Elects.

At the first meeting of the Trenton Club of the University, held last evening, the following officers for next year were elected: President, B. D. Campbell, '19 A.; Vice-President, C. E. L. Kipfer, '18 W.; Treasurer, H. M. Berry, '19 W.; Secretary, A. E. Armstrong, '19 Arch. The elections of the organization were made at a meeting of the club which was held at the offices of the Pennsylvania Hotel.

American Ace Visits Campus.

Ranking as second American Ace, with the destruction of two German planes officially credited to him, Captain Jacques M. D., '18 W., of the United States Air Service, visited the campus yesterday. Captain Dovensch, who was once a member of the 364th Squadron, has made it clear that his desire to serve in the United States Air Service was the result of his experience in the 15th and 16th Squadrons.
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BRING YOUR ENTERTAINMENT PROBLEMS TO US

Save Your Razor Blades

You buy a SAFETY RAZOR—use a razor once or twice or possibly three times, then the edge is dulled. Why have it dull? Is there any excusable reason for doing so—except for the reason that you have no way to sharpen the blade?

Bring them to us! We will "sharpen them good as new" for just a few cents per dozen, and your work is done by experts. When they get dull, bring them in again.

Fidelity Mill Supply and Export Co.

319 Market St. Philadelphia
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